A YEAR WITHOUT A SUMMER

The Year 1869 Had No Summer
Treats Preserved and Ice Frozen in June.

It is said that the year 1869 was remarkable for its prolonged summer and for the absence of any summer season. The weather was so cold and dreary that it seemed as if the season had ended in the spring. The trees remained leafless throughout the entire summer, and the ground was covered with snow and ice. It was a year of unusual cold, with temperatures often dropping below freezing. Many crops failed, and the harvest was poor. The summer was so cold that it was not possible to have a normal summer season.

GO TO CHURCH

To go to church! You'll leave a happy life here and in the hereafter. The church is a building in which you can find comfort and solace. It is a place where you can worship and be surrounded by the love and support of your fellow members. In church, you can find peace and solace, and it is a place where you can feel safe and secure.

DOCTOR'S REMARKS

Dr. E. T. HALEMAN

Doctor's Remarks on the New Season.

The new season is here, and with it comes the promise of a healthier and happier life. The weather is mild and pleasant, and the days are longer. It is a time of renewal and refreshment. It is a time to enjoy the beauty of nature and to connect with others.

ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES

The perfection of the American Electric Heat is recognized by the high quality of the American Heat. It is a device that can be attached to the current of electric heat to be instantly ready to give service. They make many houses comfortable and easy to use and to save.

MONTHLY NAVAL CRUISE

Without any expense.

Government Will Dispatch Cutters Far From Any Breaks.

The government has decided to dispatch cutters far from any breakable materials for the purposes of the naval cruise. This is to ensure that the supplies are sufficient for the duration of the cruise and that the crew can carry out their duties without any hindrance.

SQUEEZING BLOOD OUT OF A TURNIP

A lot of people apparently think it can be done.

"You can't squeeze blood out of a turnip." This is a common expression that is often used to describe a situation that is impossible or pointless. It is a way of saying that something cannot be done or that it would not be fruitful. It is a phrase that is often used to express frustration or disappointment. It is a way of saying that something cannot be done or that it would not be fruitful.
ROADS APPEALING TO THE FARMERS ON WAGE RAISES

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The National Farmers Union (NFU) is sending a message to the farmers of the United States that they should appeal to Congress for an increase in the minimum wage. The NFU is urging the farmers to demand a wage increase to bring them in line with the prevailing wage rates in other industries. The NFU believes that the farmers are entitled to a fair share of the economic benefits of the country.

In a speech to the farmers at the National Farmers Union convention in Washington, D.C., NFU President John Smith said, "The farmers have made many sacrifices to ensure the prosperity of the country. They have worked hard to produce food for the nation. They should be rewarded for their efforts." The NFU is advocating for a wage increase to be included in the upcoming farm bill.

The NFU is calling on Congress to pass a bill that will increase the minimum wage to $15 per hour. The NFU estimates that this will benefit over 10 million farmers across the country.

C. S. NUNN

MARTIN KENTUCKY
Post Office Building

Cash Road Bank

To Be Offered for Sale

The Martin Union branch is now for sale.

Applications may be made to

The Manager

Cash Road Bank

Now Well

"Thatcher's Big-Omega" is the best designed motion picture that has ever been exhibited in this city.

Dr. Thatcher has spent a great deal of time and money to make this film, and it is expected to be a great success.

Riders in the Black-Draught

The story is about a man named Tom, who is a black-draught rider. Tom is a hardworking man and he is always willing to work hard for his money. He is a great person and he is loved by everyone.

If you know you could save at least the freight on a diagram of pianos, violins, programs - then you must sell it! Well you can do that and much more! Our line of instruments is the best known and most reliable in the world.

MUSTANG

For Spicing, Louisiana, Store, Cure, Reromannion and Pennsvea. Good Fun and a Hit

Equestrian Circuit in a Private Car

INIMUM

TWELVE CARLOADS OF WAGONS SENT

Signets For Use By Seven States Go From Govern ment Depot

Twelve carloads of wagons - the property of seven states, for the use of the National guards of those states, have been shipped by Maj. B. T. Hamblen from the achterbahn depot in Jeffersonville, Ind., to Washington, D.C., for service.

The wagons were shipped to the states in four sets, as the property in each state is required. Each set included several dozen wagons and 20 horses.

The wagons were sent to the states by rail, and the horses were shipped by boat.

The wagons were then in a state of disrepair, and the horses were not in good condition.

Tuesday evening the best man Mr. Jefferson, gave a dance at the Elks Club for the benefit of the state fund.

Mr. C. E. Howard, of Union County, and Mr. J. C. Booth, of Rockport, were among the guests.

The famous State of Liberty is now in New York Harbor, in a very nice condition.

The New York World, reviewing the 500,000 fund for the purpose of proper lighting by the grand old statue, so that the figure of Liberty will be visible at night. The World, which has started a subscription list with a $5,000 donation, is sending large 

The plan is to allow every owner of a subscription to have a subscription to the statue in the future.

Address: Board of Directors, Liberty Insurance Fund, New York City.

WAGE IS MADE IN NEW YORK

That German submarine Hambach Will Reach America Before July 5th

In God to Mother

McCarthy, a factory girl of 17, said, "I will never forgive him."

WILL YOU BE SICK?

You don't need the other medicine, you say? Then why not take the pill every day with the other medicine? Then you will be sure to have a healthy stomach, and you won't get sick any more.

The pill is made of an herb that has been used for centuries. It is very good for the stomach, and it will make you feel better.

McCarthy was in the store and she bought a bottle of the medicine. She took one tablet in the morning and one tablet in the evening, and she has been getting better every day.

THE CANADIAN NATIONAL

Mr. C. Colman Moore, Jr, Speaker of the House of Representatives, was in the city yesterday and paid a visit to the Methodist church.
Worry About Style If You Want To, Wear Our Clothes If You Don’t

We’ve done all the “worrying” that’s necessary, about styles, models, quality, tailoring and all the like. Leave those details to us—it’s our business—we attend to it all. You have to do is to choose something that pleases you; it wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t right—and good.
Our Guarantee Covers Everything.

Right length of coat; proper sharing of shoulders and hips; outline, fit and general smoothness—these are all the thousands and details that make up style, have all been our attention.

MORE NEW SUMMER DRESS GOODS
See our sport cloth for ladies’ skirts.
Something new every day.

Yandell-Gugenheim Co.
In the best of makes and styles
Buy your hat weatherformings here.
Start last time we have them.

LOW CUTS AT LOWEST PRICES

LEARNING HOW TO DIG A TRENCH

CHERRY’S GUILD
Miss Andrea Draper and Mr. Harley Hiea, and Miss Jeanna Gerard Bennett.
Miss Ruby Hughes and Mr. George Greene were gifts of Mr. J. W. Everett and Family.
Mrs. Beatrice Crip and Sister
Mrs. Florence Hine and Miss J. A. St. John.
Mrs. Emma Hughes spent this week with Mrs. Battle Green, and Miss M. E. Walker and Mrs. Miss Maude Stimpson and Mrs. Hildeabridge, who attended the funeral.
Mr. Charlie Collier attended Children’s day at Baker Sunday.
Mr. Willie Simpson was in Winter Park.
Mr. Whittie Walker spent the last week with Mrs. George Hughes.
Miss Mamie Rudderly attended the Children’s day at Dace’s Barber Shop.
Miss Himelton, Mrs. Brown was in Winter Park.
Miss Gertrude Rankin of Bunting Green, is visiting her brother J. W. Rusey and family.
Mr. Ben Rusey and daughter, Mrs. Blevins, are visiting his sister Mabel at Winter Park.

BLACKFORD

After some time to get started, it proved to be a better job than anticipated. It was a cold, rainy day, but everyone was very cheerful. The work was done in three days, with the help of the local boys.

The teachers for the Blackford Grade School, Mr. and Mrs. George Green, will be in attendance during the school year 1916-1917.

Our time trial friend, J. E. Brown, of Tipton, is attending the Citrus County, Florida, was in attendance.

Presenting a check for $150 to Mr. Brown, who has been attending the Western Kansas State Normal at Bunting Green, returned to his home near Oak Grove last week.

Rev. W. W. Oates of Marion delivered an eloquent sermon to a representative audience Wednesday night at the Presbyterian Church in Marion.

Owing to being affected with a chill at a little rain on Monday, John E. Roberts was not present at the Presbyterian Church, passed through Marion on his way to Topeka, in the insurance business.

Miss Mamie Rudderly attended the Children’s day at Dace’s Barber Shop.
Mr. Joe Brown, Miss Emma Hughes, and Miss Mamie Rudderly were in Winter Park.
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NEW CEMETERY LOTS TO BE OFFERED

The Marion Cemetery Committee will hold a special meeting August 10, after that date.

G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT

The G. A. R. Encampment will meet at Marion, August 11, at 8:00 p.m.

W. H. Blandy of Paint Rock, Texas, has been visiting.

He is afflicted considerably with rheumatism, and a new health clinic would be just right for him. Mrs. Blandy, his good wife, has never been able to walk without a limp, but she feels much better after a fall of two years.

MIDWAY

Nathan Maysford died in his home here June 21 and was taken to the love graveside Sunday for burial.

He was well known throughout the community.

Our sympathy goes out to the sorrowing family.

Mrs. F. L. Paris and children
Mrs. Martin Hult is seen right, often in this section but it is not mentioned here.

Mr. and Mrs. George Hines and daughter Mrs. L. Collins, were the guests of Mr. J. W. Everett and family.

Mr.和Mrs. Beatrice Crip and Sister
Mrs. Florence Hine and Miss J. A. St. John.
Mr. Charlie Collier attended Children’s day at Baker Sunday.
Mr. Willie Simpson was in Winter Park.
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Mr. Ben Rusey and daughter, Mrs. Blevins, are visiting his sister Mabel at Winter Park.

GLENDALE

Many of our people attended church at Berwood, Sunday.

Walter Wilson and Burrett Roos, of the Colton school are here visiting in this neighborhood.

Miss Rose Moore spent Saturday in Topeka as the guest of Miss Hosier, who is a graduate of the University of Missouri.

E. T. Griffith and daughter
Mrs. Minnie Moore, of the Colton school, is visiting in this neighborhood.

Virgil Collins, and son, on July 1, 1916.

Mr. P. T. Hubbard attended the funeral of Mrs. M. C. Smith, at the Love graveside Sunday.

Smash Johnstone and son, of the Colton school, are here visiting in this neighborhood.

Mrs. Floyd Stanley was the guest of Mrs. Corrine Jones Tuesday.

Saturday school at Bub’s Minnis Sunday morning and prayer meeting Sunday evening. Come and witness.

WESTON

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur King, Misses G. E. County and Miss Halona.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin, of Marion, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Johnstone, for the Washington National Memorial Day. The Colton school, during the school year 1916-1917.
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Unusual values in attractive merchandise is the special aim of this store. If you do not feel thoroughly satisfied with every purchase you make about it.

Milday goes a walking with a lovely parasol. You realize—our line of charming parasols, the kind you have been furnished in fancy houses, have arrived.

Right at home, Japanese-woven and plain shades are designed in novel ways. You wouldn’t imagine a parasol could be so different. Pretty handles with attached by which to carry them are likewise priced.

3.50 to 20.00, sizes, styles, and tones.

Prices run from $1.00 to $8.00.

Truly these are pretty waists, $1.00 to $5.00.

Cool and attractive, in the newest styles, they represent every style of the cleverest designers and are made in the finest materials.

Cooper’s shade, second in size, and tah silk in white and fashionable colors, since 26 to 44.


ds on all at all times at Ball Bros.,

J. D. Titus and their wives are retired.

\Titus Bros.

We will hold sales——-

Miss M. L. Dickinson has returned from Eau Claire.

Mr. W. C. Reed of Wood County is the guest of Mrs. O. O. Drayton for the Christmas season.

Miss Ethel M. Jackson.

Miss Eliza C. Thriss.

Miss Minnie H. Threlkeld, the sister of Mrs. J. B. Thrash, is returning to their home at Moundville.

Mr. J. D. Titus and his wife are retired for a few days.

New sales are now being held to handle fresh eggs, vegetables, and other produce.

Hedie, Mrs. J. M. Brown.

Mrs. J. M. Brown.

To order Mother’s Day reservations.

The next reserved order under your order is Mrs. J. C. Brown of Alexandria, La.
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THE PEOPLE'S UNIVERSITY IS THE CHAUTAUQUA

ONLY ONE PERSON IN SEVENTY GOES THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY.

EVEN EVERYONE CAN AFFORD TO ATTEND CHAUTAUQUA.

The Crittenden Record-Press
June 29, 1916

The People's University is the Chautauqua

Socialism Defined By J. L. Stark, State Sen.

Socialism is a movement in the people who are imbued with the ideal of the Brotherhood of Man or Earth. Its movement which strives to establish a Cooperative commonwealth, organized for use, in the stead of the P.P.O.G., as it is today.

Socialism declares that Capital is the result of labor applied to the land and machinery and the forces of nature, and by the very act of labor, Monte the humblest of their demand for collective ownership.

Money is the representative of the person or vehicle used in exchange commodity and deserves no more respect or consideration than a缩减 or wheelbarrow. Socialist seek to eliminate the people into a clear cut understanding of how good material is produced and would take over the legal ownership of land as the principal means of production and distribution, such as railroads, coal mines, factories and mills in the same way that the post office and public post is run by the government and those utilities would be operated at cost of production which would lower the cost of production and increase the wages of the individual worker.

Socialism expanded on this kind of basis would redefine itself into a great industrial community supplying work for all who wish to work and raising the wages enough for a few hours work to enable them with an abundance. Capitalists were necessary in organizing big industries, but they are no longer needed as they have fulfilled their mission and lie all other organizations which has no longer a useful function must perish, that newer and better forms may take their place.

The first steps to take is to acquire the majority of the people in voting for a political party pledged to legislate for this kind of social order. When a sufficient number of Socialists have been elected to control Legislative, Congress and the executive departments of our government, it will then be very easy to settle how we will take over these great trusts.

The power of taxation is one of the most powerful weapons in the hands and the socialists gain control of the power of the government, they can collect enough taxes on watered stocks and railroads and other public utilities paid over by people who don't use them.

This will be just and right, and the wish of the People is King in this Nation.

Things that are grossly used should be publicly owned. Things that are privately owned should be privately owned. This would give every one a chance of being where they want to be. But it would not encourage people to just sit in one slot all their lives. You will eliminate poverty and make people perpetual.

Add This Fact to Your Store of Knowledge

Kidney diseases often advance so rapidly that many a person is taken in the grip before Nature's program. Prompt attention should be given the symptoms. Should there be severe pain in the back, shoulders, or in the knees, or a sudden feeling of urea of the kidneys, irregular and abnormal, an effort should be made to stop the pain, and consult a good kidney specialist at once. Numerous remedies Doctor's Kidney Pills. Good the complaint below.

Prince Albert, Ky., May 21, 1916:

"I suffered for years for kidney trouble and tried nearly every remedy known to the medical profession, and was nearly broken in body and spirit. Finally I began using Doctor's Kidney Pills and to my delight, they gave me relief. I continued using them and could stand during the time that I never could. I have had no kidney trouble since I began using Doctor's Kidney Pills." He was told by Dr. Allicot, Brooklyn, N.Y., in.

Ndlethes Pneumonia Clinic.

Mayfield, Ky., June 21, 1916 — While visiting her grandmother in the county just north of Mayfield Thursday, the daughter of E. J. Carter, of the Embodiments and Thomas County, died, aged four, with a crochet needle. The needle penetrated the child near the heart, striking a rib.

Morris & Son

QUALITY GOODS
RIGHT RICES

At

Beech Nut sliced bacon can't be beat.

We all know how good Beech Nut Sliced Bacon is. Try our Beech Nut Ham Sausage, it's fine.

Not sliced in glass, has a flavor all its own.

Please bring, telephone or send on your order.

Next door to T. T. Cochran & Co.

Store on Main St.
CAKIELL JAY

WOMAN AVOIDS OPERATIONS

The story of the woman who operated on herself.

Medicine Which Made Her Work Unnecessary.

By Willard S. Metzger

The story of the woman who operated on herself.

The woman who operated on herself is a phenomenon that has made the news recently. She was able to perform a successful operation on herself, using a variety of medical instruments and techniques. This is a remarkable achievement, and it highlights the importance of medical training and the importance of self-sufficiency in the face of medical emergencies.

The woman, who was a trained medical professional, decided to operate on herself after her doctor was unable to perform the necessary procedure. She used a combination of surgical techniques and medical instruments to remove a tumor from her own body. The operation was successful, and she was able to recover fully.

This event has sparked a lot of interest and discussion about the role of medical professionals in contemporary society. It is clear that medical training is extremely important, but it is also important to recognize the value of self-sufficiency and the ability to perform medical procedures on oneself in certain circumstances.

The woman's story is a reminder of the importance of medical training and the importance of self-sufficiency in the face of medical emergencies. It is a testament to the power of medical knowledge and the importance of medical training.

In conclusion, the story of the woman who operated on herself is a remarkable achievement that highlights the importance of medical training and the importance of self-sufficiency in the face of medical emergencies. It is a reminder of the value of medical knowledge and the importance of medical training.
Federal Inquiry or Railroad Strike?

Faced by demands from the conductors, engineers, firemen and brakemen that would impose on the country an additional 25-cent tariff or transportation costs that would be reflected in higher prices, the railways propose that this wage problem be settled by an impartial Federal tribunal.

The experience and efficiency of this service is acknowledged, the railroads have no differences that could not be considered fairly and decided justly by such a board.

Railroads Urge Public Inquiry and Arbitration

The formal proposal of the railroads to the employes for the settlement of the controversy was as follows:

"The controversies have been long and/Buttonly, but the railways believe that in the end the interests of the country will be better served by an impartial tribunal than by any other method of adjustment.

"We invite the employes to accept this offer of a fair tribunal and to work while this matter is under consideration."

"We believe that the interests of the country will be better served by the establishment of a tribunal to consider the matter than by any other method of adjustment."

Leaders Refuse Offer and Take Strike Vote

Leaders of the members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, at the joint conference held in New York, June 15-16, refused the offer of the railroads to submit the issue of arbitration at Federal review, and the employees are now voting on the question whether authority shall be given these leaders to declare a nationwide strike.

Commerce Commission Proposes Railroad Strike

The Commerce Commission is proposed by the railroads to the public body to which this issue ought to be referred for these reasons:

- No other body with such extensive knowledge and experience in the matter.
- The railroads are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commerce Commission.

- The railroads are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commerce Commission.
- The railroads are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commerce Commission.

A Question For the Public to Decide

The railroads feel that they have no right to grant a wage preference of $100,000,000 to the employees, and are consulting with all one-fifth of all the employes, without a clear mandate from a public tribunal that shall consider the matter after a review of all the facts.

The single issue before the country is whether this controversy is to be settled by an impartial governmental inquiry or by industrial warfare.

H. C. Hexter, Chairman
National Commerce Commission of the Railways